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This work is a continuation of our previous works [4,5]. We assume that the reader
is familiar with description logics (DLs). A knowledge base in a description logic is
a tuple (R ,T ,A) consisting of an RBox R of assertions about roles, a TBox T of
global assumptions about concepts, and an ABox A of facts about individuals (objects)
and roles. The instance checking problem in a DL is to check whether a given indi-
vidual a is an instance of a concept C w.r.t. a knowledge base (R ,T ,A), written as
(R ,T ,A) |= C(a). This problem in DLs including the basic description logic ALC
(with R = /0) is EXPTIME-hard. From the point of view of deductive databases, A is
assumed to be much larger than R and T , and it makes sense to consider the data com-
plexity, which is measured when the query consisting of R , T , C, a is fixed while A
varies as input data. It is desirable to find and study fragments of DLs with PTIME data
complexity. Several authors have recently introduced a number of Horn fragments of
DLs with PTIME data complexity [2,1,3]. The most expressive fragment from those is
Horn-SH I Q introduced by Hustadt et al. [3]. It assumes, however, that the construc-
tor ∀R.C does not occur in bodies of program clauses and goals. The data complexity
of the “general Horn fragment of ALC ” is coNP-hard [6]. So, to obtain PTIME data
complexity one has to adopt some restrictions for the “general Horn fragments of DLs”.
The goal is to find as less restrictive conditions as possible.

A RBox is a finite set of assertions of the form Rs1 ◦ . . . ◦ Rsk � Rt , where Rs1 , . . . ,
Rsk , Rt are role names. A regular RBox is an RBox whose set of corresponding grammar
rules t → s1 . . . sk forms a grammar such that the set of words derivable from any symbol
s using the grammar is a regular language specified by a finite automaton. We assume
that the corresponding finite automata specifying R are given when R is considered. By
R eg we denote ALC extended with regular RBoxes. We extend the language of ALC
and R eg with the concept constructor ∀∃, which creates a concept ∀∃Rt .C from a role
name Rt and a concept C. Let Sem1(∀∃Rt .C) = {∀Rt .C,∃Rt .�} and Sem2,R (∀∃Rt .C) =
{∀Rt .C} ∪ {∀Rs1 . . .∀Rsi−1∃Rsi .� | Rs1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rsk � Rt is a consequence of R and 1 ≤
i ≤ k}. Then, for a model I = 〈ΔI , ·I 〉 of an RBox R , define x ∈ ΔI to be an instance of
a concept C in I w.r.t. s ∈ {Sem1,Sem2,R }, write I ,x |=s C, in the usual way if C is not
of the form ∀∃Rt .D, and that I ,x |=s ∀∃Rt .D if I ,x |=s D′ for every D′ ∈ s(∀∃Rt .D).
We write I |=s C(a) for I ,aI |=s C.

A positive concept is a concept (in the extended language) without the constructors
⊥, ¬, �,

.=. A deterministic positive concept is a positive concept which does not con-
tain the constructor ∀ (but may contain ∃ and ∀∃).
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A positive logic program is a finite set of program clauses formed using the following
BNF grammar, in which C denotes a positive concept without ∀∃ :

D ::= � | A | C � D | D�D | ∀Rt .D | ∃Rt .D

A deterministic positive logic program is a finite set of deterministic program clauses
formed using the above BNF grammar with C being a deterministic positive concept.

Given a positive logic program T ′, the deterministic version of T ′ is the determinis-
tic positive logic program T obtained from T ′ by replacing every concept of the form
∀R.C in bodies of program clauses of T ′ by ∀∃R.C.

In the full version [6] of this paper, we present an algorithm that, given s ∈
{Sem1,Sem2,R } and a knowledge base (R ,T ,A) consisting of a regular RBox R ,
a deterministic positive logic program T , and an ABox A , constructs a finite “least
s-pseudo-model” I of (R ,T ,A). For s = Sem2,R , the least s-pseudo-model I has the
property that, I |=Sem2,R C(a) iff (R ,T ,A) |=Sem2,R C(a), for every deterministic pos-
itive concept C. For s = Sem1, we have only the one-way assertion: I |=Sem1 C(a)
implies (R ,T ,A) |=Sem1 C(a), for every positive concept C.

Given a Horn knowledge base (R ,T ′,A) and a positive concept C, where R is a reg-
ular RBox and T is a positive logic program, we propose the approximation of checking
(R ,T ′,A) |= C(a) by checking whether I |=Sem1 C(a), where T is the deterministic
version of T ′ and I is the least Sem1-pseudo-model of (R ,T ,A) constructed by the
algorithm given in [6]. The approximation is correct in the sense that I |=Sem1 C(a)
implies (R ,T ′,A) |= C(a). It is a good approximation because that:

– First, Sem1, which interprets ∀∃R.D in premises as ∀R.D �∃R.�, is highly “ac-
ceptable”. For example, ∀∃child.good person � happy parent w.r.t. Sem1 is more
“acceptable” than the clause ∀child.good person � happy parent.

– Second, (R ,T ,A) |=Sem2,R C(a) implies I1 |=Sem1 C(a) if C is a deterministic pos-
itive concept. At least, when the constructors ∀R.D and ∀∃R.D are disallowed in
C and bodies of program clauses of T ′ (as assumed for Horn-SH I Q [3]), the ap-
proximation is exact, i.e. (R ,T ′,A) |= C(a) iff I |=Sem1 C(a).

– Third, I is constructed in polynomial time in the size of A , and checking I |=Sem1

C(a) can be done in polynomial time in the size of I and C. That is, the approxi-
mation has PTIME data complexity.
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